Simulation of subseismic joint and fault networks using a heuristic mechanical model
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Abstract: Flow simulations of fractured and faulted reservoirs require representation of subseismic structures about which subsurface data are limited. We describe a method for simulating fracture growth that is mechanically based but heuristic, allowing for realistic modelling of fracture networks with reasonable run times. The method takes a triangulated meshed surface as input, together with an initial stress field. Fractures initiate and grow based on the stress field, and the growing fractures relieve the stress in the mesh. We show that a wide range of bedding plane joint networks can be modelled simply by varying the distribution and anisotropy of the initial stress field. The results are in good qualitative agreement with natural joint patterns. We then apply the method to a set of parallel veins and demonstrate how the variations in thickness of the veins can be represented. Lastly, we apply the method to the simulation of normal fault patterns on salt domes. We derive the stress field on the bedding surface using the horizon curvature. The modelled fault network shows both radial and concentric faults. The new method provides an effective means of modelling joint and fault networks that can be imported to the flow simulator.

Subseismic fractures such as small faults and joints are important both in fractured reservoirs, in which fractures provide significant permeability, and in porous sandstone reservoirs, in which faults may form barriers or baffles to flow. In either case, the topology of the fracture network has a critical control on the dynamic behaviour of fluids in the reservoir. A typical approach to modelling fractured reservoirs is to use discrete fracture network models (DFNs) in which the individual fractures are placed independently according to a stochastic process (e.g. Barr et al. 2007; Rogers et al. 2007). Similarly, stochastic models are often used for representation of subseismic faults in sandstone reservoirs (e.g. Maerten et al. 2006). The stochastic methods can be highly effective, but have the drawback that there is no mechanical interaction between the fractures meaning that the fracture connectivity is not representative of a natural fracture system; the representation of connectivity is a well recognized problem in stochastic fracture networks (Odling & Webman 1991; Manzocchi 2002). An alternative is to create fracture networks using a geomechanical model, for instance using linear elastic fracture mechanics implemented in a boundary element model (e.g. Olson 1993; Renshaw & Pollard 1994; Tuckwell et al. 2003; Olson et al. 2007) or a finite discrete element model (FEMDEM) (e.g. Morris et al. 2006; Trivino & Mohanty 2015). The difficulty with the geomechanical approach is that it is computationally expensive and simulation of the fractures at the scale of an oilfield is prohibitive. Furthermore, the required mechanical constants are usually poorly constrained under representative geological conditions.

In this article we present a method for modelling fractures which uses a heuristic mechanical model, that is, a model in which the stress field is only approximated and computation times are short, which allows realistic interaction between the fractures. The aim is to develop a technique that can readily produce plausible fracture simulations that can be taken further into the flow simulator. The mechanics are only approximate and the simulations are not suitable for detailed investigation of the process of fracturing. However, the method represents the stress interaction between the fractures in enough detail to allow for a good representation of the network topology.

Mechanical model

We call the method the Surface Crack Simulator (SCS), which uses the algorithm first developed by Iben & O’Brien (2009), further developed by Iben (2007) and subsequently incorporated into in house software developed at Statoil. The method
uses the finite element technique and the input geometry is a triangulated surface, usually representing a horizon. An initial stress field is provided on the horizon by one of a variety of techniques and the fractures then grow in order to relieve that stress field. The fractures are Mode I, opening mode fractures. Rather than allowing the stress to equilibrate at each step of fracture growth, the stress is updated for a finite number of increments. This allows a stress shadow to develop around each fracture and stress concentration to build at the fracture tips. The fracture growth is controlled by a number of parameters including the material strength and relaxation rate that control the fracture nucleation and the size of the stress shadows around the fractures.

The Surface Crack Simulator models realistic fracture patterns on a generic surface using a first order quasi static system. The code assumes that all displacements of the simulated surface are small enough that, aside from crack formation, the geometry will remain fixed and the evolution of the stress field can be modelled directly. The code also assumes that movement and crack formation proceeds slowly enough that dynamic effects due to elastic waves can be ignored. These assumptions allow the use of a simplified quasistatic solver that is substantially faster and more stable than a second order dynamic simulation.

Fractures are generated on a triangle discretization of the input surface. The mesh may be planar or it may represent a surface in three dimensions (3D). Initial conditions are modelled by imposing a predetermined stress field over the triangle mesh. The stress field then evolves based on a process that models shrinkage, substrate movement or other effects. The stress field drives crack formation, which in turn relieves stress around the crack paths. The simulation has several input parameters that define the behaviour of the simulated surface material. Some of the parameters used by SCS are based on physical properties (e.g. failure strength of the material, relaxation) while others are heuristics (e.g. crack propagation factor, cracks per step).

Algorithm

Once the initial stress values are assigned to the mesh, the stress field evolves through time by fracture generation (Iben & O’Brien 2009). Fractures appear and propagate through discrete cracking steps and local re meshing. After each cracking step the stress field is updated according to a relaxation process and the results are visualized. The process is repeated until the system reaches a stop criterion (i.e. there is a limit to the number of simulation steps or the fracture density).

In summary:

1. initialize the stress over the triangulated mesh;
2. compute failure criteria for each node and store in a priority queue;
3. crack the mesh at the node sitting at the top of the queue and perform local re meshing;
4. perform relaxation and update stress and queue;
5. post process the mesh to produce crack aperture; and
6. return to step (2) until stop criterion is reached.

Triangulated mesh

The mesh used to represent a geological surface (such as bedding surface or interpreted top reservoir) is a triangulated mesh with randomized nodes and with fairly homogeneous triangle size. The code that creates the initial mesh avoids creating triangles with poor aspect ratios, as these can adversely affect the stability of the program. By using a triangulated mesh it is possible to represent complexly deformed surfaces such as deformed horizons associated with diapirs or recumbent folds.

Stress field

The model requires an initial stress field which will be relieved by the growing cracks. The initial stress is stored as rank two tensors located in the centre of each triangle (Fig. 1a). The stress is assumed to be constant within a triangle. The stress tensor at each triangle is stored as a 2D quantity existing in the plane of the triangle. The stress tensor can be initialized in various ways, for instance it may be taken from an external geomechanical model such as a boundary element model. Here, following Iben & O’Brien (2009), we have applied two different methods for stress initialization: (1) uniform stress field; and (2) curvature generated stress.

In the simplest application, the triangulated mesh is assigned a uniform stress field which may be either isotropic ($S_1 = S_2$) or anisotropic ($S_1 > S_2$). The generation of stress using surface curvature is described in the section ‘Simulation of Faults in Sea Domes’.

The Surface Crack Simulator stores the stress field as a piece wise constant rank two tensor field where values are stored at the barycentre of each triangle element (Fig. 1a). The stress field is interpolated to the node locations by computing the separation tensor at each node (O’Brien & Hodgins 1999) and using it as the stress at each node (Fig. 1c).

Compute failure criterion

The net force acting on each node of the mesh is a vector in 3D space given by the sum of the forces...
exerted by all surrounding triangles (Fig. 1b). The force exerted by an individual triangle lies in the plane of the triangle and depends on the area and geometry of the triangle and the stress tensor located in the centre of the triangle. An eigen decomposition is used at each node to compute the principal stresses at the node (Fig. 1c). If the magnitude of the largest tensile principal stress exceeds the assigned material strength (i.e. toughness), then a fracture will occur. The crack will lie in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the maximum tensile principal stress.

**Generating cracks and re-meshing**

For each iteration nodes are listed in a queue according to magnitude of largest value of $s_1$, the maximum principal tensile stress. If this value is greater than material strength, a crack will occur in the node with maximum value of $\sigma_1$. The crack develops along the fracture plane, defined as the plane perpendicular to the eigenvector associated with $\sigma_1$ (Fig. 2). The triangles attached to the node at the tip of the fracture are split along the plane with the cracking node duplicated in order as to create, or extend, the mesh boundary. The triangles adjoining those that were split will also be split as required to maintain consistent triangulations. Because the resolution of the triangle mesh is too coarse to represent fine scale effects that may cause initiated cracks to continue in a given direction once they start, SCS uses a heuristic called residual propagation to model this behaviour. When a crack is created in a mesh, the separation of the nodes representing the crack tip is modified by adding to them some amount of a tensor representing stress perpendicular to the fracture plane, that is, the separation tensor. The amount that is

![Fig. 1. Stress and failure criteria.](image)

(a) Stress tensors applied at the centre of each triangle of the mesh: blue ticks tensile, red ticks compressive. Length of ticks is proportional to stress magnitude. (b) Vertex forces at the nodes. (c) Separation tensors give estimates of the maximum principal tensile stress vectors at the nodes.

![Fig. 2. Re-meshing at the crack position.](image)

(a) If the maximum eigenvalue of a node’s separation tensor is above the strength threshold and at top of the queue, then the node (red node) is duplicated and the corresponding eigenvector representing $\sigma_1$ (dotted black line) is used to compute the crack plane (dashed red line). (b) Where the crack plane (continuous red line) intersects the surrounding triangles, new nodes are generated (orange nodes) and a local re-meshing occurs to ensure that the surrounding elements are triangles (new mesh edges marked as continuous orange lines). (c) The duplicated nodes (red nodes) are separated along the eigenvector (dotted black line) to generate the aperture of the crack. From Iben (2007).
added is determined by a parameter $\alpha$, termed the crack propagation factor, which affects the straightness of the cracks.

**Stress update**

The crack creates open boundaries in the mesh and reduces the perpendicular component of the nearby stress field according to elastic relaxation. The stress is assumed to be independent of deformation and relates to a first order relaxation process. Stress relaxation is treated as a diffusion process of rank two tensor quantities on a 3D mesh which redistributes stress from areas of high stress to areas of low stress. This diffusion is computed by using the sum of the forces acting on each node to compute a virtual displacement of the node, and then updating the stress in the surrounding elements based on these virtual displacements. The element stresses are then used to update the separation tensor at each node. For a more complete explanation of the relaxation process, see Iben (2007).

**Crack aperture**

The sum of all forces exerted on a node along the fracture boundaries is determined and the crack aperture is calculated from the product of this sum and the number of iterations. This crack aperture has no mechanical effect on the simulation and is only used for visualization purposes.

**Iterations**

The stress field is updated and, after eventual addition of incremental stress, the process can start a new iteration. The user is allowed to control the number of relaxation steps for each iteration and the relaxation rate.

**Model variables**

The fracture development is controlled by a number of heuristic parameters:

1. toughness: approximately represents the fracture toughness of the material and controls the number of cracks;
2. crack propagation parameter: controls the smoothness of the crack trajectory and the length of the cracks;
3. relaxation step size: controls the width of the stress shadow;
4. relaxation steps: the number of steps in the relaxation process, controls the stress shadow width together with the relaxation step size;
5. iteration count ($n$): the number of iterations; and
6. cracks per step: allows multiple cracks to be active during each step for faster simulation.

**Simulation of a single crack**

The stress field developed around a single crack in the SCS is shown in Figure 3. Around the growing

---

**Fig. 3.** Simulated stress field around an isolated crack propagated in the SCS model. Blue lines are the max tensile stress vectors. The surface was initialized with a uniform anisotropic tensile stress ($S_{2} = 0$).
crack there is a marked reduction in stress, or stress shadow, whereas there are stress concentrations close to the crack tips. The results are in qualitative agreement with results from linear elastic fracture mechanics (Pollard & Segall 1987).

Simulation of joint patterns

Joint network growth

We first apply the method to the simulation of joints. Joints are natural fractures formed in rocks that develop as Mode I cracks, formed under conditions of tensile stress or effective tensile stress (Pollard & Aydin 1988). The Surface Crack Simulator is therefore well suited to simulation of this kind of fracture (Iben 2007). Joints are often sub perpendicular to bedding and form a variety of patterns in the bedding plane, including parallel arrays, ladder patterns and polygonal patterns (Rives et al. 1994). In the latter two cases, the joints form very well connected networks characterized by 'T' shaped terminations.

Examples of joint patterns from the Jurassic of the Bristol Channel (Rawnsley et al. 1998; Bourne & Willemse 2001) are given in Figure 4. The connected joint system divides the rock into a series of blocks of characteristic size that is controlled by the thickness of the brittle unit. The first example (Fig. 4a) represents a ladder pattern with through going systematic joints connected by smaller cross joints, whereas the second example (Fig. 4b) represents a more irregular, polygonal pattern.

In order to simulate joint development we use a square planar triangulated mesh (Fig. 5) to represent the bedding plane, and initialize it with a uniform anisotropic tensile stress field with principal axes parallel to the boundaries of the mesh. The stress ratio, defined as $R_S = S_2/S_1$, was set to 0.5; other parameters are given in Table 1. The progressive development of the cracks (joints) is shown in Figure 6. At early stages, a single set of sub parallel joints develops. Subsequently, at around 3000 iterations, small connecting joints or cross joints develop spontaneously due to the relaxation of $S_1$ and the swapping of the stress axes; this is known as the stress transition (Bai & Pollard 2000). With further iterations more cross joints appear, producing a series of equant blocks conforming to the ladder pattern. At high numbers of iterations the joint density does not increase significantly and the joint pattern is said to be saturated (Rives et al. 1992). The density of the fractures at saturation is determined in the model by the relaxation step size and the number of relaxation steps.

We then investigate the effect of the stress ratio $R_S$ on the development of the joint patterns (Fig. 7). At $R_S = 0$ a single parallel set of joints develop. As there is no tensile stress parallel to the joints, cross joints do not develop even after large numbers of iterations. However, some of the joints curve towards each other at their terminations. At $R_S = 0.25$, some of the joints curve towards and terminate against other joints. In addition, cross joints are weakly developed. $R_S = 0.5$ is the case already described in Figure 6 in which a ladder pattern is developed. At $R_S = 0.75$ a ladder pattern is still developed, but the through going systematic joints are more irregular. Finally, $R_S = 1$ represents isotropic stress, which causes an irregular, polygonal joint pattern to develop.

By simply modifying the stress ratio we are able to simulate a wide range of realistic joint patterns. The results compare well with fractured models developed using the boundary element technique combined with linear elastic fracture mechanics (Tuckwell et al. 2003; Olson et al. 2007) and are very similar to natural examples of joint patterns (Fig. 4).

Simulation of veins

The joints described above do not have readily measurable apertures so the aperture was not visualized in the simulated results. However, in the case of mineral veins we can consider the thickness of the veins to represent the vein displacement, which can be simulated with SCS. An example (Fig. 8a) shows a single set of fibrous quartz/siderite veins from Millook Haven occurring in the overturned limb of a chevron fold (Jackson 1991; Johnston et al. 1994). The veins form a single sub parallel set and show relaying of vein displacement where vein tips are close and overlapping. The veins locally form en echelon arrays, implying a dextral shear sense.

A SCS simulation was made using parameters similar to parameters for the joint simulation (Fig. 8b) and using part of the same input mesh (dashed line Fig. 5). In order to create the single set of sub parallel fractures, the stress ratio $R_S$ was set to 0.15. The crack propagation factor was reduced from 0.65 to 0.5 in order to create shorter fractures (Table 1). In this case the crack aperture was also included in the simulation.

The results show many of the characteristics of the vein map, including the lip shaped form of the veins and the formation of vein relays. The simulated veins are locally en echelon, although this pattern arises spontaneously without any asymmetry in the initial conditions (see also Olson & Pollard 1991). However, the strong en echelon pattern in the natural example is not reproduced as this is probably the result of local shear zones that are not represented in the model.
Application to normal faulting

The SCS was originally implemented for modelling the development of opening mode fractures such as joint traces in a surface. To what extent can it be applied to the problem of modelling normal faults in a subhorizontal surface? In crack mechanics terms, the opening mode fracture is a Mode I crack and the normal fault is a Mode III crack. Analytical results from linear elastic fracture mechanics (Pollard & Segall 1987) allow us to compare the tensile stress perpendicular to a Mode I crack with the

Fig. 4. (a) Bedding plane joint pattern from Lower Jurassic limestone of north Somerset at (a) Lilstock and (b) Blue Ben. In both examples the bedding planes are subhorizontal and the joints are subvertical and confined to the limestone unit.
crack parallel out of plane shear stress developed around a Mode III crack. Directly ahead of the crack tip, the stress magnitude is identical for the two modes of failure and so the propagation characteristics should be similar. However, in the direction perpendicular to the cracks, the stress perturbation is broader for the Mode I crack and narrower for the Mode III crack. In the SCS model the width of the stress shadow is controlled heuristically rather than mechanically, so it is reasonable to simulate normal faults using SCS if the width of the stress shadow is suitably adjusted.

Simulation of faults in salt domes

Salt domes represent a common phenomenon, and well described examples occur in Abu Dhabi, the onshore province of the Gulf Coast, USA, the Danish North Sea and the Barents Sea (Parker & McDowell 1955; Rank Friend & Elders 2004; Yamada et al. 2005; Mattos et al. 2016). Well developed salt domes are often cut by networks of faults that may provide fracture permeability or, in the case of sandstone reservoirs, may compartmentalize the reservoir (Fig. 9).

In order to simulate the fault pattern in salt domes we first generate a surface that represents the typical shape of a salt dome using elastic plate theory, initialize the stress in that surface using the principal curvatures, and then apply SCS using the surface cracks as a proxy for faults.

**Table 1.** Dimensionless parameters used in the Surface Crack Simulator to create the models for joints (Figs 6, 7), veins (Fig. 8) and the salt dome (Fig. 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toughness</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack propagation</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxation step size</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. relaxation steps</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration count</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracks per step</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. (a–f) Simulation of cracks developing in an anisotropic stress field with stress ratio, $R_S = 0.5$ and $S_1$ parallel to $y$ axis, shown in sequence at different numbers of iterations ($n$). There is a boundary problem at the edge of the mesh which causes a locally increased crack density. This effect does not affect the results in the rest of the model.
As such simple domes have radial symmetry in plan view, remote anisotropic tectonic stresses have not had a significant impact on their development; they are therefore thought to have formed during phases of active diapirism due to upwards forces developed by salt at elevated pressure (Withjack & Scheiner 1982; Yin & Groshong 2007).

The geometry of an ideal salt dome can be calculated analytically using the theory of elastic plates (Timoshenko & Woinowsky Krieger 1959). We consider the sediments as a stack of elastic horizontal sheets separated by frictionless interfaces that are bent by a uniform force from underneath generated by fluid (salt) pressure. This is equivalent to the 3D model of laccolithic intrusions developed by Pollard & Johnson (1973). Consider that the salt body is circular in plan view with a radius $a$. The distance along the radius is given by $x$. The vertical deflection $w$ of the plates is then given by:

$$w = \frac{P}{64R_e} \left( a^4 - 2a^2x^2 + x^4 \right)$$

where $P$ is the driving pressure, which is the difference between the salt pressure and the overburden pressure, and $R_e$ is the flexural rigidity. The term $P/R_e$ is unknown, but Equation (1) can be used to establish the normalized profile of an ideal salt dome according to

$$w_n = 1 - 2x_n^2 + x_n^4,$$  

where $w_n$ is the normalized deflection and $x_n$ is the normalized distance along the radius.

The stress field is calculated using surface curvature and assigned to the triangulated mesh. There are various published methods for using surface curvature to predict fracturing (e.g. Stewart & Podolski 1998; Bergbauer & Pollard 2003). However, many of these methods use ad hoc relationships between curvature parameters and fracturing. We use a method in which the bending of rock strata is approximated using the elastic theory of thin plates. According to this theory, when an elastic

![Fig. 7. Joint patterns simulated at different values of the stress ratio $R_s$. The number of iterations is 4500 for all models; all other parameters remain constant. The directions of the initial principal stress axes are shown. The pattern in (c) corresponds to the model in Figure 6f. The lateral boundaries have been clipped away in these images to remove the boundary effect.](image)
plate is bent there is an exact relationship between the principal curvatures at any point on the plate and the principal stresses tangential to the surface. The principal stress magnitudes are defined by (Timoshenko & Woinowsky Krieger 1959):

\[
S_1 = \frac{Ez}{1 - \nu^2} (k_1 + \nu k_2) \quad (3)
\]

\[
S_2 = \frac{Ez}{1 - \nu^2} (k_2 + \nu k_1) \quad (4)
\]

where \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) are the maximum and minimum curvatures, respectively, \(E\) is Young’s modulus, \(\nu\) is Poisson’s ratio and \(z\) is the distance above the neutral surface. In the Surface Crack Simulator the

Fig. 8. (a) Mapped quartz/siderite veins in the top of an overturned greywacke unit from Millook Haven, Cornwall, UK. Grey dashed lines are zones of shear/pressure solution. (b) Simulation using SCS, with \(S_1\) parallel to \(y\) axis. No removal of boundaries was applied.

Published examples of fault patterns in salt domes: (a) Clay Creek Dome, Top Wilcox, Gulf of Mexico (after Parker & McDowell 1955); and (b) Reitbrook Dome, Base Tertiary, Germany (after Schmitz & Flixeder 1993). The structural interpretation in both examples is supported by dense borehole data.

(a) Mesh built from analytical dome model; (b) side view of the dome; (c) stress derived from curvature of the meshed surface (blue, tensile, red compressive); and (d) resulting fault simulation in SCS.
absolute magnitude of the stress tensor is immaterial to the fracture propagation, so we are only concerned with the proportionality:

\[ S_1 \propto (k_1 + \nu k_2) \quad (5) \]

and

\[ S_2 \propto (k_2 + \nu k_1). \quad (6) \]

In order to calculate the curvature of the mesh, we use a robust 3D curvature tensor estimation described by Alliez et al. (2003). This method estimates the principal curvature vectors accurately for triangular meshes and, unlike methods based on change in surface dip, is accurate even for steep and overturned surfaces. The curvature is measured within a sphere with a user-defined averaging radius which determines the length scale of the curvature measurement. The curvature is calculated for the centre of each triangle in the mesh.

In order to create a surface crack simulation, a dome was modelled with a radius of 2000 m and an amplitude of 100 m, and a randomized triangulated mesh was generated to represent the bedding surface (Fig. 10a, b). The stress field on the surface was generated from the principal curvatures using Equations (5) and (6), and Poisson’s ratio was set to 0.25 (Fig. 10c).

At the crest of the dome, the stress state is isotropic and tensile: on the flanks of the dome, \( S_1 \) is tangential, that is, parallel to the structural contours.

Cracks (representing faults) were then grown in the surface to relieve the stress caused by doming. The cracks firstly develop radially and concentric cracks form at later stages, causing the compartmentalization of the structure. The crack width is taken to represent fault heave. The absolute magnitude of the heave is not given by the simulation, but was adjusted heuristically.

Comparison between the SCS results (Fig. 10d) and the natural examples (Fig. 9) indicates that SCS is able to reproduce the main characteristics of the fault pattern. This indicates that the method of using the surface curvature to generate the initial stress condition is successful and also supports the use of the surface cracks to approximate fault patterns. Close examination shows that the heaves of intersecting faults do in some cases decrease towards the branch point. This decrease in heave is not typical of natural fault systems, which have heaves that tend to increase towards the branch points (cf. Fig. 9). A possible explanation is that in natural fault systems a splay may branch from an existing fault, whereas in the simulation the faults nucleate away from existing faults and grow towards them.

**Discussion**

The Surface Crack Simulator represents an effective means to simulate joint and fault patterns on bedding surfaces. The resulting fracture patterns have a greater degree of realism than is available in existing mechanical or stochastic methods, and give an improved representation of the network topology. The simulations thereby give an improved basis for flow simulations of fractured and faulted reservoirs.

The input mesh does not put a significant limitation on the kind of fracture pattern that can be generated. However, in order to obtain a high fracture density it is necessary that the mesh is fine. SCS can simulate a range of common fracture patterns, including patterns typical of stratabound joints and faults. Strongly clustered fractures are not easily simulated using this method, however.

As some of the simulation parameters are non-physical, they cannot be measured in the laboratory and therefore need to be chosen heuristically. Well data can provide information about fracture density and orientation, which can be used to calibrate the simulations. Suitable outcrop analogues can also provide additional calibration for the simulations.

The use of horizon curvature to generate the initial stress field in the example of the salt domes opens up the possibility of using the actual curvature of interpreted horizons to generate the initial stress field. This may be valid in areas where buckling or bending stress dominates the regional tectonic stress. Clearly, the technique would not be appropriate where the surface geometry is related to other processes such as deposition and erosion.

In reservoirs with a complex tectonic history, it may be necessary to first create a detailed geomechanical model using a boundary element or finite element solution and use the output stress field to initialize the stress field for SCS. As always with geomechanical modelling, the quality of the results relies on the quality of the understanding of the history and processes of deformation.

The application of the SCS model to faults creates plausible fault patterns. However, the faults occur in the surface only and the vertical offset of the horizon by the faults is not modelled. The fault planes and the vertical offsets have to be included later, as post-processing steps. In creating the throws, a decision must be made about which side of the fault is the downthrown side, as this is not specified by the model. In some cases, geological knowledge can be used to assign the downthrown side. For instance, in salt domes it is usual for concentric faults to throw downwards towards the crest of the dome (e.g. Yin & Groshong 2007). In other cases the downthrown side must be
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